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Climate change continues to make an impact on the frequency and severity of insured losses.
This includes hurricanes, wildfires, and other catastrophes. Given the peril-rich environment
we live in, carriers must understand the complex nature of catastrophic perils to reduce
exposures and to find the hidden opportunities to price them in such a way that benefits
policyholders, the company, and the industry at large. For this reason, AAIS has developed its
Risk Awareness Service.
Every day there is a new, complex peril carriers need to
understand, exposure to perils they need to determine,
and ways to find opportunities for growth. AAIS
recognized a gap in high-quality, curated content and
insights presented in a digestible platform. So AAIS
developed Risk Awareness Service to consolidate,
interpret, and serve up relevant, timely, and actionable
information about specific perils, like wildfire.

AAIS Wildfire Resource Center
The Wildfire Resource Center is more comprehensive
than what’s currently offered in the marketplace and
is different from traditional CAT models aimed at
engineers and modeling experts looking to understand
how to adjust the respective models. The AAIS Wildfire
Resource Center is geared toward the underwriting
professional, providing:
n Fundamental scientific foundations of wildfire
behavior
n In-depth coverage of historic wildfire losses
n Lessons learned from changing wildfire paradigms,
policies, and practices
How
wildfires are mitigated and suppressed at the
n
parcel, community, and national level
n Live interactive tracker for currently burning
wildfires
The Wildfire Resource Center is divided into two parts,
the Wildfire Knowledge Hub and Wildfire Live Tracker.

Wildfire Knowledge Hub includes:
n Detailed information about wildfires
n Curated wildfire insights
n Numerous links, embedded resources, and
authoritative documents from leading wildfire
experts
n An easy-to-use, dynamic, and engaging platform

Wildfire Live Tracker provides:
n A map interface that provides a dynamic platform
n The ability to drill down into current wildfires, where
losses are occurring, and possible implications.
n Wildfire information from a range of authoritative
government and industry sources is overlaid on the
AAIS loss costs and industry exposure data
n A tool to help Members understand where wildfires
and pockets of exposures intersect

Dedicated Service
Since 1936, AAIS has built a reputation for innovative
advisory solutions and unprecedented service. Our
experts deliver ‘best in class’ insurance forms, rules and
loss costs, along with the very best data, actuarial and
regulatory compliance counsel available.
As the Modern Advisory Organization, we are invested
in the success of our Members, providing value-added
services beyond the expected. Our new Wildfire
Resource Center is not a subscription service or
a licensed model. It is simply the go-to source for
information and insights on how to navigate this
emerging peril.
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